
GOSPEL COMMUNITY
GROUP DISCUSSION GUIDE

Proverbs - The Way of Wisdom Teaching Series
11/6/22 Wisdom for Parenting

CONNECT, REVIEW, PRAY
~5-10 minutes

● Announce any church activities/events and handle any housekeeping for the GC
● What are you thankful for / have struggled with this week?
● How did you apply or share what we learned last week?
● How can we pray for each other?

ASK, LISTEN, LEARN

● When you think about how you parent your children, do you tend to view yourself as owner or steward? Or

something else?

● What is one thing that would change in your parenting if you thought of yourself as a steward?

● What things tend to fill the schedules and conversations of your family? In what way might this reflect the way you

are training up your children?

● What is one conversation you’ve had recently with one of your children where you had to teach them to apply the

gospel to their life?

● What are some places the world usually goes to find wisdom?

● Where are the places in your family where you go to find wisdom? Do any of those need to change?

● Do you have a regular rhythm of family worship? What does that look like? If not, what is one way you can adjust

your schedule to have one?

● How was discipline viewed in your home growing up?

● How do you view discipline? Do you have a plan for it, or is it more of a responsive, corrective action?

● Do you tend to wield a ‘rod of anger’ or a ‘rod of apathy’ with your children? Or something else?

● How can you consistently remind your children of their future hope?

● Is there anywhere you need to be reminded of the hope we have in Christ, for your children? Spend time praying

with each other about this.


